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Abstract
This research enables robot explorers to maximize the
total information gained while minimizing costs such as
driving, sensing and planning. This paper presents a gen-
eral methodology for solving complex exploration tasks
which employs multiple sources of information. The paper
also develops a specific instantiation of the method to
solve the exploration problem of creating a complete tra-
versability map of an unknown region. Simulation results
showing the solution of this exploration task are included.

1.0 Introduction
As remote agents, exploring robots can provide valuable,
detailed information for humans and other robots. Explo-
ration investigates an area to discover and record new
information. It is a dynamic process where an explorer
continually makes decisions based on its gathered infor-
mation for the purpose of gathering new information. 

What explorers deem to be important, or what they con-
sider to be information, depends on the purpose of the
exploration. For different exploration tasks the types of
information collected will change. For example, an
explorer creating traversability maps is interested in view-
ing all the terrain but it would also like to know the loca-
tions of obstacles very precisely and which regions cannot
be entered. This is different from a robot prospecting for
water ice on the Moon which would consider information
about permanently dark regions (where water ice can exist
[7]), drilling conditions, age of the crater and location
within the crater to be important [2].

The above examples also show that non-trivial exploration
tasks require the explorer to consider more than one source
of information. These multiple information needs compete
with each other for the finite resources of the robot
explorer.

Another challenge for robotic explorers is deciding where
to go. Unlike traditional path planning where robots make
decisions to get to a specified destination, robotic explor-

ers must make decisions that help them collect information
from varied sources in an efficient manner. They do not
have a destination to reach but rather tasks to complete.

This paper presents a methodology that allows a robotic
explorer to consider multiple sources of information
simultaneously and to facilitate the ease of changing these
criteria so that this same methodology can be applied to a
multitude of exploration tasks. Section 2 presents some
related work on exploration. Section 3 presents a general
approach to exploration using multiple sources of informa-
tion. Section 4 contains a specific implementation of the
approach for creating traversability maps. Section 5 pre-
sents some preliminary results in simulation of this
method.

2.0 Related Work
A frontier is defined as a boundary between known and
unknown regions in a map. Yamauchi introduces a tech-
nique for exploring based on frontiers [10][11]. The explo-
ration strategy used is to identify all the frontier regions in
the current map and then drive to the nearest frontier. This
process is repeated until the region has been explored.
This method has two shortcomings for the exploration
tasks considered here. First, it treats all frontiers equally.
Rather than looking at the potential information to be
gained at each frontier versus the time it will take to get
there, it simply chooses the closest frontier. In some situa-
tions it may be better to drive further to gain more infor-
mation. Secondly, it is limited to one source of
information, finding new terrain.

Simmons et al. [9] look at using multiple robots to explore
using a similar frontier strategy. However, each frontier is
evaluated based on the expected number of unknown cells
the robot can see from the frontier as well as the distance
from the robot. Thus the exploring robots choose the fron-
tier which will provide the highest utility (information
gain minus driving cost) rather than simply the closest
frontier. The multiple robots also coordinate their efforts
to reduce overlap while exploring.



In [3][4], Elfes presents an integrated approach to robot
navigation which incorporates task specific information
needs, perception sensor capabilities and robot knowledge
into the motion planning process. An Inference Grid is
used to represent the robot’s knowledge and task needs.
The integrated architecture allows the robot to plan both
motor and perceptual actions to solve a given task. This
approach is different than the two discussed above in that
it is able to consider more than one source of information
to solve the exploration task.

3.0 Exploration
Robots record information as they explore, creating a
world model. An explorer will encounter multiple sources
of information and must be able to estimate the potential
information to be gained from multiple sources in all loca-
tions. The explorer must also be able to use this world
model to plan routes which allow it to explore efficiently.

This research models the world as a uniform grid, M,
which takes the robot’s pose, X, and maps it to a unique
cell. Each cell in the map contains two vectors: A a vector
of cell properties or attributes and G a vector of expected
information gains. The size and composition of A and G
depend on the number of information sources and their
type. A specific implementation of A and G can be found
in section 4.0.

The cell attribute vector, A, contains the information the
explorer knows about that cell. Some typical types of
information stored in the elements of A are cell height and
traversability. Each element of A represents a different
type of information. For binary valued variables this num-
ber is the probability of the state being true. This is the
approach used in Inference Grids [3]. For non-binary val-
ued variables, such as cell height, two elements of A are
used. The first indicates the property value and the second
is the explorer’s certainty in that property value. Typically
the certainty is based on the number of sensor readings
received for that cell. While it would be more rigorous to
compute and store the probability distribution of these
non-binary variables the method proposed here is easier to
implement. Furthermore, a similar strategy has been suc-
cessfully employed in outdoor navigation [6].

The expected information gain vector, G, has one element
for each source of information being considered by the
explorer. Each element in G has a value from 0 to 1 and
represents the expected amount of information to be
gained by taking a sensor reading in that cell for a particu-
lar information source. It is the expected information gain
since it is predicting how much new information will be
received by taking a sensor reading in this cell. It is impor-
tant to note that G depends on the knowledge contained in
the current map, M, and thus taking a sensor reading in
one cell will modify the G vectors in other map cells.

The total expected information to be gained by taking a
sensor reading in map cell m, is computed by performing a
weighted sum of the elements in cell m’s G vector:

(1)

where the α‘s are chosen to weight the relative importance
of the various information sources. 

3.1 Planning Exploration Paths

An autonomous explorer must decide where to drive and
where to take sensor readings to maximize the amount of
information it collects. At the same time it must minimize
the costs of collecting this information such as driving
time, sensing time and planning time. The goal of the
exploration planner is to find a path, p, which maximizes
the utility to the explorer. The path, p, is an ordered set of
cells that the explorer must drive through or take sensor
readings in. The utility of a path, p, is defined as:

(2)

 is the expected information gain of a cell as
computed in equation (1). It is a function of cell, m and the
current map, M. S(m) is 1 if a sensing action is performed
in cell m and 0 otherwise - indicating that no information
is gained unless we take a sensor reading. C is the cost of
the path in units of seconds. This includes the driving
time, sensing time and planning time. Finally, k is the
value of information constant and is used to set the relative
importance of information and cost.

Unlike traditional path planning problems, an explorer
does not have a destination cell to plan a path to. Instead,
the exploration planner must maximize U(p) over all pos-
sible paths. This is similar to the prize collecting travelling
salesman problem (PCTS) where each map cell is a city
and the information to be gained is the prize. Since the
PCTS problem is NP-complete [1] it is unlikely that an
optimal p can be found for the exploration problem.

Unlike the PCTS problem the E[I]’s in the exploration
problem are not independent but depend on M, the current
map of world knowledge. Every time the planner decides
to take a sensor reading, M changes and so do the E[I]’s in
the neighborhood of the sensing action. This means that
the E[I]’s in equation (2) depend not only on the cell loca-
tion but also on the path used to get there. This greatly
increases the search space required to find p.

In this paper, two different planning strategies are consid-
ered. The first strategy, random walk, will take a sensor
reading with probability E[I] or move to an adjacent cell.
This has the benefit of very low planning times.

The second planning strategy, greedy search, tries to get
around the dependence of E[I] on path by only planning to
the first sensor reading. Thus all paths generated by this
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planner consist of a series of cells to drive through and end
with a sensor reading. It first propagates driving costs
through the map using a wave-front propagation technique
[5]. Then it chooses the cell with the maximum utility as
computed by equation (2). This planning method was used
in [9].

4.0 Creating Traversability Maps
Section 3 presented a general framework for autonomous
exploration. In this section a specific instantiation of this
framework is presented - exploration for the creation of
traversability maps.

One important reason to create traversability maps is to
allow other robots to use this map to drive reliably, safely
and efficiently through the region. Therefore, a travers-
ability map needs to have traversability information
throughout the region. To enhance safety it should have a
high certainty about the data near obstacles. Finally, to
make path planning more efficient, it would be nice to
determine the set of cells which are reachable from the
start point. A cell is reachable if the robot can drive to that
cell from any other cell in the set of reachable cells. By
definition a reachable cell is traversable, however, a tra-
versable cell may not be reachable if no traversable path
from the start location to it exists. The set of reachable
cells is connected in that every reachable cell has at least
one adjacent cell which is also reachable.

To solve this exploration task use a map, M, with the fol-
lowing structure. The cell attribute vector, A, has one
binary variable which is reachability denoted ar. Reach-

ability is computed by assigning ar = 1 for any cell previ-
ously visited, ar = 0.5 for unknown cells and ar = 0 for

untraversable cells. The remaining cells are set using a
decaying exponential based on the cost of driving to that
cell from a cell where ar = 1, the higher the driving cost

the lower the value of ar.

The vector A also has two continuous valued variables:
height, ah and traversability, at. The height is the average

height of a cell above some fixed reference point. Travers-
ability is a number from 0 to 1 which indicates how easily
the cell may be traversed by the robot. One is easily tra-
versable and zero is untraversable. Since these two
attributes are continuously valued we also have two ele-
ments in A which indicate the certainty the robot has in
these values. These are denoted as ach for certainty in

height and act for certainty in traversability.

The second part of M is the expected gain vector G. The G
vector will have three elements: gf, frontier information,

gc, increase in traversability certainty and gr, determine
reachability. These three information sources are
explained in greater depth below.

First, since each of the information gain quantities depend
on data to be gained by taking a sensor reading in cell m,
the following two definitions will be useful. Let Wm be the

set of all cells visible to the sensor from cell m. Wm takes
into account shadowing from known obstacles, but
assumes that unknown cells contain no features to obstruct
sensor viewing. Next, let #Wm be the number of cells in

Wm.

One of the key elements in creating a traversability map of
an unknown area is to view previously unseen territory.
The purpose of the frontier information source is to reward
the robot for viewing new terrain. The expected amount of
information to be gained by taking a sensor reading in map
cell m is calculated as:

(3)

where  is the certainty in traversability of cell n and

 is 1 if  is less than a fixed threshold

and 0 otherwise. A frontier cell is a cell which is known

and traversable (  greater than a fixed threshold) and has

at least one cell adjacent (in an 8 connected sense) to it
which is unknown. The frontier information source gains
information by discovering new terrain, so equation (3)
gives higher values of expected information gain to cells
where the robot can see more unknown terrain.

The increase traversability certainty information source
tries to increase the quality of the map by increasing the
certainty in the data. Since it is more important to have
highly accurate data near obstacles which could damage a
robot using the map at some future time, gc is weighted
more heavily for increases in traversability certainty of
low traversability cells. The equation used for gc is:

 (4)

where,  is a Gaussian weighting function which is a

maximum for zero traversability.  is the expected

value of  for cell n after the next sensing action. The

computation of  depends on the sensor being used

In this paper a simple expression is used which assumes
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that certainty decreases quadratically with distance from
the scan point and ignores obstruction from terrain.

where d is the Euclidean distance, in meters, from the cell
n to the sensing cell m and dmin and dmax are sensor model

constants. A graph of  is shown in Figure 1.

Equation (4) predicts the increase in map certainty that
results from taking a sensor reading in cell m. Obstacles
are weighted more heavily due to their importance.

While not strictly necessary in building a traversability
map, determining which cells in the map are reachable has
some advantages. First, it may help the robot find narrow
openings which lead to large unexplored areas. Second,
when the map is used by later robots it will be more clear
where the robot can and cannot go without having to
search. The information source, gr, rewards the robot for
going to places which will most strongly impact its knowl-
edge of reachability. It is calculated as follows:

(5)

Since  is the probability that cell n is reachable and this

is a binary valued variable, the numerator of (5) is simply
the sum of the entropy over the sensor footprint [8]. Thus
the robot is rewarded for viewing areas for which the
reachability is uncertain (high entropy).

Using equation (1), the total expected information in a
map cell is:

Figure 2 shows an example of the information gains calcu-
lated on a sample portion of a map.

5.0 Simulation Results
This section presents some preliminary simulation results
of a traversability map creation using the exploration strat-
egy presented above. The world to be explored is binary
with regions of perfect traversability (at = 1 and ah = 0)
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Figure 2: (a) The robot’s map. Black indicates unknown region, grey is known traversable and white is known
untraversable (a wall in this case). The white circle is the robot with black line indicating forward. Figures (b,c,d)
show the expected information gain for the three information sources discussed in section 4. The whiter the square
the higher the information gain value. (b) Frontier information source. This only has information gains on the fron-
tier. (c) Increase certainty information source. The information gains for this source are small since the wall is
already known with a certainty of 1 and uncertain smooth terrain is weighted very slightly. (d) Determine unreach-
able information source. While it is hard to see in the figure, this score is highest at the intersection of the wall with
the unknown area. Thus the robot will try to get around to the far side of the wall to determine if that region is
reachable.



and untraversable obstacles (at = 0 and ah = 255). The
obstacles are laid out like walls and overall the environ-
ment resembles a typical indoor location (see Figure 3a).

The pose vector, X, of the robot explorer is . This
assumes that the robot explorer is capable of omnidirec-
tional motion (no dependency on heading) and that the
robot cannot leave the ground plane (no dependency on z).
The map, M, is a two dimensional grid consisting of 300 x
300 cells each of which is 0.5m x 0.5m in size. The robot
drives at a fixed rate of 0.15 m/s.

The robot is equipped with one sensor which is modeled to
behave like a 3D laser scanner. The sensor has an azimuth
field of view of 360 degrees and an elevation field of view
of 10 degrees above horizontal and 80 degrees below. The
resolution is a measurement every degree in both azimuth
and elevation. The range is 10m. The laser simulator com-
putes the intersection of each measurement beam with the
map. All intersections in a cell are recorded. The height of
a cell is the maximum recorded height in the cell. The cer-
tainty is based on the number of intersections in the cell
and thus decreases with distance from the sensor. Cur-
rently noise is not modeled.

The two planners presented in section 3.1, greedy search
which planned ahead to the first scan in a path, and the
random walk which explored in a random fashion, were
tested in the simulation world described above. In both
cases the robot started with no a priori knowledge of the
environment. The task was to create a traversability map
and the expected information gain metrics presented in
section 4.0 were used. The results of the explorations can
be found in Figure 3.

Besides just visually evaluating the success of these two
exploration runs, it is possible to look at the total amount
of information gained as well as the cost incurred to gain

it. For this exploration task the total information contained
in the map can be computed as follows:

which is a sum of the certainty of traversability and reach-
ability in the map. The amount of information gained is
then simply the amount of information at the end of the
exploration minus the amount of information at the start.

The cost of acquiring this information, in seconds, is (con-
stants are those used for this simulation):

The information gains and costs for the explorations
shown in Figure 3 are presented in Table 1.

x y,{ }

Table 1: Exploration Information Gains and Costs

Greedy Search Random Walk

Total Information 
Gain

143 078 20 993

Total Cost (s) 20 753 108 719

Driving Cost (s) 18 557 107 233

Planning Cost (s) 1779 1158

Scanning Cost (s) 418 328
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Figure 3: (a) Actual environment being explored. Grey indicates traversable areas, white are the untraversable walls.
The white x indicates the robot’s starting position. (b) Map after exploring with the greedy search planner. The white
line indicates the robot’s path, white x’s are scan points. Exploration was terminated when no paths of positive utility
were found. (c) Map after exploring with the random planner. Notice how the robot gets “stuck” in the lower left
dead end and the lower right T intersection. Exploration was terminated when the path exceeded a max length.
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6.0 Summary and Future Work
This paper proposes a methodology for performing explo-
ration tasks which considers multiple sources of informa-
tion. These sources of information depend on the
exploration task to be undertaken. The method is based on
computing the expected amount of information to be
gained, from each information source, by taking a sensor
reading in a cell. Two planning techniques are proposed to
direct the robot explorer in efficiently collecting this infor-
mation and exploring its environment

The paper also presents a system which explores to create
traversability maps. This system is demonstrated in a sim-
ulation.

The next step in this work is to expand the simulation to
more complex terrains, such as rugged outdoor environ-
ments. The simple terrain used in this paper does not bene-
fit from the use of multiple information sources as much
as a complex one would. One example of this is the
increase certainty information source. In the binary simu-
lation world, it is not possible to see over the obstacles.
This means that as the robot gets closer to a wall, many of
the sensor readings hit the wall (from near the floor to the
top). This makes the certainty in the wall’s position very
high. Since the increase certainty information source is
primarily trying to increase certainty of obstacles, it is
having little effect on this exploration. A more complex
terrain will mean that many of the obstacles are not known
perfectly.

Another necessary improvement is in the planning. Cur-
rently a strictly greedy search is being performed. It is
hoped that by more elaborate planning exploration effi-
ciency can be increased. For example, it would be better to
completely search a room before leaving, rather than
searching a bit, leaving and then coming back which the
greedy search sometimes does.
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